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Mobile Inventory Management

Field Work
Service Vehicles
Client Locations
Project Sites
Off-Site Warehouses

At Clear Spider, we are always looking for ways to give our customers more. We were the first to put
our inventory system on the cloud, and we are continuing to lead innovation with our mobile app.
Clear Spider already offers clients a powerful backend system, mobile scanning, and cloud-based
access. Our mobile app brings these elements together in a user-friendly way.
Inventory management on-the-go has never been simpler.
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Overview
Clear Spider creates a better way for you to manage inventory. Our mobile app pairs an intuitive
front end application with our powerful and reliable back end system. Don’t sacrifice having a
robust inventory management system for the convenience of mobile access. With the Clear Spider
Mobile App, you can have both.

Setting up a mobile inventory management system is as simple as installing an app on your
smartphone. Clear Spider has one of the most powerful cloud-based inventory management
systems on the market. Our mobile app connects you to the inventory management system in a
user-friendly way.
The mobile app is highly leveraged off our back end system to provide clients with a seamless flow
of information. All inventory data stored on the main system is fully accessible through a
smartphone. Check stock levels quickly, create new orders, or consume items on-the-go. Updates
are posted immediately to the main system to ensure information is always up-to-date.
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Features

Work Offline

Quick Scan

Full Visibility

The Clear Spider Mobile App’s
offline mode allows users to
work even when there is no
network connection. This is
done by storing a local
database of inventory
information directly on the
phone. As offline
transactions are completed
they are recorded to the
phone. Once a connection is
established data is posted to
the system.

Record transactions and scan
items using your smartphone
camera. Through the use of
Clear Spider technology and
QR codes, scans are
completed quickly even in
suboptimal conditions. Our
app is optimized for medium
to light scanning with regular
smartphone cameras.
Scanner add-ons can be used
to accommodate higher
frequency scanning.

Access inventory information
from anywhere, at anytime.
The Clear Spider Mobile App
connects to our cloud-based
system to push and pull
information. Create orders,
record cycle counts, and check
inventory levels even when
you’re out of the office. This
level of visibility allows for
further collaboration and
enhanced communication
within your organization.
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Highlighted
Features
Intuitive
Design

Pop-up menu makes
navigation simple.

Use partial search to quickly
find any inventory item.

Switch between
locations easily to
see all inventory.

To-do list gives
you an overview
of all orders.

Thumbnail
images clearly
display each
item.

Inventory levels are
visible on the item list.

Create, edit, and
fulfill orders
on-the-go.

Use the
smartphone
camera to scan
barcodes.

Simple design enhances
user experience.

Available for Android (version 4.4 or higher),
iOS (version 9.0 or higher), and Blackberry.
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Highlighted Features
Functions

Consume
Record inventory usage
through your mobile device to
keep the system up-to-date.

Item Lookup
Our partial search function
makes it easy to look up items
by name or part number.

Transfer Items
Record location transfers
right when they happen to
keep inventory data accurate.

Fill Orders
Receive shipments by
using your mobile device
to confirm what items
were delivered.

To-do List
See the status of all
current orders, or filter
them by number or their
current stage.

Transaction History
A two-day log is stored on the
device so you can review
previous transactions
on-the-go.

Create Order
Place new orders directly
from your mobile device,
or set them to be
approved at a later time.

Cycle Count
Scan inventory items and
key in item quantitys to
perform cycle counts on
your smartphone.

Offline Mode
Continue to work on
the mobile app even
when there is no
network connection.

Check Levels
The item list lets you
see inventory at any
location and how much
is available.

Adjustment
Reconcile discrepancies
right away by recording
item adjustments from
your smartphone.

Barcode Scan
Use your smartphone
camera to scan items for
efficient data entry and
other transactions.
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Highlighted
Features
Business
Applications

Customer Managed Inventory
The Clear Spider mobile app is an effective way to facilitate customer-managed inventory.
Customers can download our mobile app to conveniently access their vendor's inventory system,
allowing them to update their inventory quantities and place orders directly to the system from
their smartphone. Both organizations will always have the most up-to-date information.

Benefits
Convenient System Access

Intuitive User Interface

Real-Time Updates

Access the Clear Spider system
anywhere, at anytime from a
compatible smartphone.

The mobile app’s simple
design makes it easy to learn
and use.

Transactions are posted to
the system as soon as they
are made on the mobile app.

Vendor Managed Inventory
Cut back on time and paperwork with the Clear Spider mobile app. Vendors can use the app when
visiting customer locations to directly access their inventory system on-the-go. They can perform
cycle counts, place orders, and review performance metrics right from their smartphone. Updates
are made directly to the system so no paperwork is required when you get back to the office.

Benefits
Reduce Human Error

Efficient Customer Visits

Data Readily Available

Transactions are done directly
in the system, reducing the
chance of transfer error.

Everything you need to update
inventory levels and create
orders is all in one place.

All inventory data is easily
accessible through the mobile
app in a user-friendly way.
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Highlighted
Features
Business
Applications

Field Service Inventory Management
Managing your inventory on the go has never been easier. Clear Spider gives field service staff the
freedom to access inventory information at anytime from anywhere. Using their own personal
smartphone or a company provided device, technicians can view inventory levels, edit orders,
record transfers, and more.

Benefits
Increased Visibility

Transfer Efficiency

Paperless Record Keeping

The mobile app allows
technicians to quickly look up
inventory details and levels at
any location.

Transactions are posted
directly to the system,
reducing the chance of a
transfer error.

All records are kept digitally
in the Clear Spider system
and can be accessed and
printed at any time.

Sales Representatives
The Clear Spider mobile app is all sales representatives need to be fully equipped. Quickly browse a
detailed item catalog with up-to-date inventory levels. Place an order on the go by entering in an
item code or quickly scanning a barcode. Our mobile app is an all in one tool for inventory
management on-the-go.

Benefits
Go Paperless

Improved Organization

On-The-Go Orders

Transactions are recorded to
the system through the mobile
app and can be accessed or
printed at any time.

All data is accessible in one
place. Check inventory levels,
review orders or browse items
all from your smartphone.

The mobile app’s offline mode
allows orders and other
transactions to be made even
with no network connection.
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Today, over 100,000 companies use Clear Spider
on a daily basis.
The Clear Spider mobile app connects you to one
of the most powerful inventory systems in the
world. Our strong back-end system is cutting
edge and incomparable to other companies.
Paired with a user-friendly mobile front end,
using our system is as simple as installing an app.
Clear Spider makes managing inventory easy.

Interested in learning more?
Contact us to discuss any questions you may
have about our mobile app.
Call: 1-855-90-CLEAR (25327)
Email: info@clearspider.com
Website: www.clearspider.com
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